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Abstract Browsing sessions are rich in elements useful to build profiles of user interests, but at the5

same time HTML pages include noisy data such as advertisements, navigation menus and privacy6

notes. Moreover, some pages cover several different topics making it difficult to identify the most7

relevant to the user. For these reasons, they are often ignored by personalized search and recommender8

systems. We propose a novel approach for recognizing valuable text descriptions of current user9

information needs —namely cues —based on the data mined from browsing interactions over the10

web. The approach combines page clustering techniques based on DOM-based representations for11

acquiring evidence about relevant correlations between text contents. This evidence is exploited for12

better filtering out irrelevant information and facilitating the construction of interest profiles. A13

comparative framework proves the accuracy of the extracted cues in the personalize search task,14

where results are re-ranked according to the last browsed resources.15

Keywords Information needs · User modeling · Clustering · Web browsing16

1 Introduction17

Over the past two decades the time spent using web browsers on a wide variety of tasks such as18

research activities, shopping or planning holidays is increased. Among the Internet activities, surfing19

the web is the most relevant accounting for 63% of the overall time [7]. Search engines are crucial20

interfaces the users turn to in order to submit queries representing their information needs and access21
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to relevant information, however only 12.5% of the visited pages are part of browsing activities which22

include at least one visit to these tools [92]. The remaining pages lie somewhere on the browsing path23

flowing away from the listing of results, therefore, their content is basically ignored by the search24

engines.25

More services aim at personalizing the provided content in any format that is relevant to the26

individual user, current context and material being currently read [64]. Recommender systems for27

e-commerce, contextual advertising and personalized search are all popular examples of user-adapted28

interaction. Less approximate representations of user needs generally lead to more precise search29

results, recommendations and, more in general, less time to complete tasks.30

Clickthrough data, namely, query-logs of search engines in connection with the log of links the31

users clicked on in the presented ranking, have been proven to be a valuable source for adapting32

retrieval strategies [34]. But general browsing behaviors far outweigh search engine interactions alone33

as a broader source for effectively predicting users’ future interests [9,89]. White and Huang [93]34

analyze millions of trails originating from search engines’ result pages. They prove how topics in the35

visited pages provide significantly more coverage, diversity and novelty versus the pages lying at the36

beginning or end of the trail. The users also spend significant more time looking through inner-pages37

that means they may be deriving utility from those trails.38

More than half of the user tasks on the web are related to fact finding, information gathering and,39

more in general, browsing behaviors including “see what’s new” goals [41]. Although browsing sessions40

contain important hints about the interests driving these tasks [79], empirical evaluations show that41

a large fraction of elements on web pages (i.e., from 40% to 50%) can be considered irrelevant w.r.t.42

the present interests [27]. For example, navigation bars, privacy notes, contact information and ads43

blocks, which are not related to the main topics of the page, represent noise content. While they do44

not pose any problem for human users to find significant elements, they are difficult to handle when45

the pages are automatically processed by personalized systems. The overwhelming amount of low46

quality information makes it difficult to obtain relevant cues useful to adapt the human-computer47

interaction.48

When the users are involved in fact finding and information gathering tasks, they usually submit49

many short queries, visiting several domains in complex sense-making tasks [92,35]. They typically50
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Fig. 1 An example of the output obtained extracting cues from a given browsing session.

show various needs at different times based on current circumstances [66,49]. Pages often contain51

mixtures of topics that are not necessarily interrelated one another, and relevant information is often52

described over a series of connected blocks which make the cue extraction entangled [93]. Wobbling53

nature of human behaviors may consider pieces of information, such as trivial and entertainment54

pages, which are of little future utility once they have digested it, and potentially reduce the overall55

adaptation accuracy [97].56

Personalized approaches based on statistical profiles of long-term interests usually produce sat-57

isfactory recommendations [25], yet the user sometimes spends time seeking recommendations on58

new or ephemeral topics, e.g., new books, breaking news or places to go on vacation. In these sce-59

narios, novel suggestions based on selected content extracted from last visited pages are certainly60

more accurate and preferred by the users [89,8], but the well-known filter bubble phenomenon may61

prevent it from happening [59]. During the interaction with information sources, user interests con-62

tinually shift and new content may lead to unanticipated needs [6,56,23]. This new content does not63

match the profile of long-term interests therefore it will be ignored by the system. Finally, long-term64

profiles sometime require numerous examples of relevant information before it can generate valid65

representations of user intents [95].66

Only a very few attempts have been reported aiming at recognizing relevant cues w.r.t. current67

user interests and intentions by leveraging browsing sessions. It is our opinion that strategies based68

on implicit feedback, which analyzes navigation behaviors and operate without human effort, have69

the chance to better represent both short-term and long-term profiles of users. If specific information70

linked with the current situation and goals is provided, logical reasoning can also take place, inferring71

intentions and plans through observed actions or effects on the environment [2], and predicting future72

interests [90].73
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In order to achieve the purpose of recognizing cues related to the current interests we propose an74

innovative approach for selectively collecting text information from visited pages based on implicit75

signals that naturally exist throughout the browsing sessions. Figure 1 shows an example where,76

given a session part of the navigation history, the approach aims at extracting terms related to the77

facts the user wanted to acquire in that moment.78

The research questions we intend to address are summarized as follows:79

– How to make capital of the browsing activity for identifying relevant cues associated to the current80

user interests without any human effort?81

– Acknowledging that browsing sessions contain noisy content, is the identification of the interests82

by means of the current state-of-the-art approaches negatively affected by that?83

– What is the effectiveness and the efficiency of the proposed approach?84

– How does our extraction approach perform compared to the state-of-the-art techniques?85

In order to answer these questions, the paper provides the following contributions:86

I We propose a novel approach that combines clustering techniques based on DOM-based rep-87

resentations of web pages for identifying relevant correlations between text contents on visited88

pages.89

II We show how the acquired evidence obtained by analyzing the browsing sessions can be used90

for filtering out irrelevant information and facilitating the construction of profiles of current user91

interests.92

III An extended comparative evaluation estimates the effectiveness of state-of-the-art techniques and93

their efficiency in the well-known personalized search task.94

The paper is laid out as follows. Section 2 introduces some relevant issues about profiling user95

interests in the web domain. Section 3 gives a detailed review of the approaches proposed in the96

literature. After the problem formulation (Sect. 4), the proposed extraction approach is introduced97

in Sect. 5. In particular, the representation of browsing histories (Sect. 5.2), the clustering of pages98

with similar structural templates (Sect. 5.3), the extraction of relevant correlations between text99

contents (Sect. 5.4.2), and how to exploit that evidence for identifying current information needs100

in Section. 5.5. The computational complexity of approach and its comparison with others in the101

literature is discussed in Sect. 6. Experimental comparative results are presented in Section 7, by102
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Fig. 2 Links and surrounding text in two web pages.

assessing the performances both on large-scale synthetic corpus of news pages (Sect. 9.1) and on a103

real-world dataset of browsing histories (Sect. 9.2). Section 10 summarizes the conclusions and points104

out future work.105

2 Identifying user interests from browsing sessions106

Empirical observations prove how the anchor (i.e., the visible part of the link text) and its surrounding107

context are found to be useful for guessing the target page’s topic [3,28,81]. Figure 2(a) shows a web108

page where both anchors (e.g., “Wells Fargo announced a partnership”) and near text (“...supply109

some Amazon customers with student loans.”) identify the topic of the pointed resource.110

According with the Information scent concept developed in the context of Information foraging111

theory [61], users decide whether or not access the distal content, that is, the target page, by analyzing112

this information. If the user decides to follow a link, she is expressing a particular interest that113

corresponds to her perception of the information resource pointed by that link. In other words, links114

convey recommendations and users make judgments about which links to follow according with the115

potential value of the distal objects w.r.t. their needs [98]. Because this perception depends on the116

text related to the link, it can be considered strongly correlated to the current user needs governing117

the browsing activity.118

On the web, however, hyperlinks bind documents of varying quality and purposes. In particular,119

anchors and surrounding text can sometimes introduce noise and degrade potential representations120

of user current interests. In particular, the anchor text is often vague and imprecise especially if121

consisting only of a few words or, even worse, these words are chosen from a restricted vocabulary of122

common terms, e.g., “full story”, “page 2”, “link”. Figure. 2(b) illustrates a typical example of anchor123
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text that does not clearly represent the content of the pointed pages. Large retrieval systems on the124

web, such as Google, are able to collect anchors from incoming links by sifting through a corpus of125

tens of billions of pages and, thus, statistically filtering out less useful information. Browsing sessions126

of one user do not provide this breadth. Moreover, if the link is used only for navigational aid, it127

conveys no recommendation to the user as it frequently happens in site maps and tables of contents.128

One more interesting phenomena worth of consideration is page revisiting. People tend to revisit129

pages, frequently access only a few pages, browse in very small clusters of related pages and generate130

only short sequences of repeated URL paths [51]. For example, one study found that revisits make131

up 58% of all browsed pages [78]. More recent studies suggest that revisitation is more common,132

with 81% of web pages having been previously visited [14,58]. Examples of frequently visited web133

pages belong to blogs, social networks, online news and e-commerce services. If we limit ourselves134

considering the hostnames of the visited pages, the percentage of revisits is even higher. This implies135

that if we group pages according to the templates that generate them, we obtain a small number of136

clusters of similar pages in comparison with the total number of browsed ones.137

The goal of the proposed approach is performing deep analyses on pages visited by the user.138

Instead of extracting the whole content of pages, our goal is to selectively and unobtrusively extract139

text that is more likely related to the user’s current needs. The semi-structured nature of web pages140

drives the extraction, which is based on clustering techniques trained during the usual browsing141

activities.142

3 Related work143

Early attempts show that clickthrough data have the chance to recognize the current search context144

improving the retrieval task [74,17]. Other techniques take advantage of large-scale aggregated click-145

through datasets from search engines [91,80,39], providing a direct measure of relevance based on146

the overall popularity of entities. Since most of computation is operated offline by analyzing aggre-147

gated logs of submitted queries, the ranking does not depend on the particular user intention that148

motivated the interaction. Recent attempts provide more fine-grained modeling of the interests of149

each user trying to group different search activities motivated by similar intents [39,33]. Whereas this150

form of dynamic IR has the ability to incorporate implicit feedback for better representing the user,151
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aggregated click-through data remain an exclusively advantage of large search engines and, therefore,152

out of reach of individuals [38].153

Speretta and Gauch use queries and snippets — few lines of text that appear under every search154

result — from the listings of results of search engines for inferring user interests and providing per-155

sonalized search [73]. Natural language queries are inherently short and ambiguous, and the approach156

identifies the most relevant terms that are used for the query expansion. Snippets are regarded by157

several authors as query-focused summaries of documents and are therefore used to extract terms158

relevant to the context of the query. While several other approaches follow this kind of intent identi-159

fication, e.g., [72,75,100,48,87,68], they all ignore the content of the visited pages beyond the results160

pages.161

User profiles built on visited pages are somehow richer and may contain useful discriminating162

terms that are not present in the top results from a search engine [4]. These profiles are also more163

effective in the personalization task in comparison with traditional relevance feedback techniques [94,164

76]. Nevertheless, a very few attempts exploit full browsing histories for the identification of the user165

interests.166

(BP) Boilerpipe is a well-known approach used to extract relevant content from pages by filtering out167

components that are common to many pages and, therefore, considered less relevant or noisy [43].168

It describes web pages’ text blocks with “shallow text features” and builds a decision tree used169

to classify these blocks as relevant content or not. Since there is not any explicit representation170

of the user interests, the approach does not adapt the extraction according to the user but takes171

advantage of the structural elements of the pages.172

(MR) Matthijs and Radlinski [50] build profiles of user interests for re-ranking the top results re-173

turned by a search engine to bring up documents that are more relevant to the user.174

The authors experimented several combinations of input data sources and scoring functions. Best175

performances are obtained by extracting metadata keywords, titles and noun phrases from the176

visited pages’ content, and weighting that information with a tf·idf scheme [4].177

(PX) The approach is based on the notion of Information scent developed in the context of Infor-178

mation foraging theory [63]. In short, text snippets associated with links, such as visited links’179

anchors and the text surrounding them, are used by users to decide whether to access the distal180
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content. The approach exploits that information for building profiles of interests related to the181

current browsing activity [24]. Whereas, DOM-based representations of web pages are considered,182

past browsing histories and potential relevant evidence extracted from them are ignored in the183

extraction task.184

(SHY) In the pure browsing history approach proposed by Sugiyama et al [76], the entire browsing185

history is analyzed for extracting specific content from the the visited documents. The preferences186

of each user are partitioned in persistent (or long term) and ephemeral (or short term). The latter187

are gathered during the current session and, therefore, may well represent the actual interests.188

The approach does not take advantage of the structure of web documents and, except for the189

collected text content, no further statistical evidence is analyzed.190

(TDH) Teevan et al. [79] propose a model of interests built by combining a variety of sources, such191

as received emails messages, browsed pages and search engines’ snippets. This model is exploited192

for improving the ranking of search engines. They prove how the content extracted from the193

visited pages has some sort of affinity to the user interests, but snippets of results pages usually194

contain more discriminating keywords. This emphasizes further that more advanced techniques195

for filtering out irrelevant information from web pages are required.196

They perform web search personalization by modifying the well-known BM25 probabilistic weight-197

ing scheme [40] and indexing the visited pages in a local search engine.198

The approach shares the same limitations of SHY.199

The proposed approach distances itself from the above-mentioned techniques based on a combi-200

nation of full text unigrams and noun phrase extraction, removing infrequent words or the ones that201

are not into predefined dictionaries. The filtering is based on the spatial organization and potential202

correlations of the visited content.203

4 Problem formulation204

As for the problem formulation, the input consists of the k-th browsing session (or trail) P (k) =205

(p
(k)
1 , p

(k)
2 , . . . , p

(k)
N ), of N pages visited over the time interval [λ, λ + ∆T ]. If the sequence of tokens206

Ω(k) = (t1, t2, . . . , tM ) is extracted from the text content in P (k), we want to obtain an interest model207
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Table 1 Symbol legend.

Sym. Description

c(Tp) function that returns the most similar cluster for p
d(Tp, Tc) tree edit distance between Tp and Tc

depth(v, Tp) depth of v in Tp
freq(Tc, v) occurrences of v in the cluster Tc
g(v, Tp, Tc) tree-edit cost for updating the node v in the page p inside Tc

KBc KB of the identified clusters

KB(+) KB of the semantic correlation between pairs of pages

KB(Γ ) KB of the occurrences of pairs of clusters
corresponding to two successively visited pages

N
(+)
pi→pi+1

number of times a specific correlation between pi and pi+1

occurs in KB(+)

N
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

number of times c(pi) and c(pi+1) sequentially occur in KB(Γ )

p
(k)
i i-th visited page in the browsing session k

P (k) k-th browsing session
spi→pi+1 semantic region in pi containing a link to pi+1

Spi subset of semantic regions Φpi in pi
Tc tree-based representation of the c cluster containing pages

with similar template
Tp tree-based representation of the p page
T ′p set of nodes in Tp
|Tp| number of nodes in Tp
|Tp|d maximum depth in Tp from the root
v node in Tp
Vt vocabulary of terms

wpi→pi+1 boosting factor that weights the content extracted from pi → pi+1

wh tree-edit cost associated with high relevant HTML tags
wl tree-edit cost associated with low relevant HTML tags
wt generic term on a web page
Γ set of potential tree-based representations
Γ ′ set of potential nodes in the tree-based representations in Γ

Θ(k) subset of Ω(k) related to the current user interests
Φpi set of semantic regions in pi
Ω(k) sequence of tokens extracted from the text content in P (k)

Θ(k) as follows:208

Θ(k) ⊆ Ω(k) (1)

Since each page p
(k)
i can deal with multiple topics and contain content related to navigation support,209

advertisement or further less relevant elements, Θ(k) corresponds to the smallest subset that better210

describes the interest driving the browsing activity over P (k). Since the interest model is built by211

limiting the extraction to the k-th session, we only perform short-term analysis of user interests.212

The example in Figure 3 shows a common page with several text regions. By extracting the whole213

content, entities such as Nokia, Apple, NATO and YouTube would have been included in the output214

model. But our goal is to limit the extraction to the most relevant regions, highlighted in pink.215
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Fig. 3 Two text outputs extracted from the whole page (b), and from the content related to the current user
intents (c). Highlighted are the concepts obtained from a common Named-entity recognition tool. Content courtesy
of Panarmenian.net

When the intent behind a browsing session is informational, that is, the acquisition of particular216

information [12], Θ(k) overlaps the text representation of the searchers’ needs at the time λ [6,56].217

Informational searchers typically try to maximize the amount of relevant information they are viewing218

while minimizing the paths to irrelevant ones [62], that is pages whose text content is not related to219

Θ(k).220

A more common representation of profiles of user interests consists of an estimated relevance221

distribution over a set of keywords [26]. Real-value weights have the chance to associate a single degree222

of relevance with each keyword in the set. Without loss of generality, we can define a vector
−→
Θ (k) ∈223

R|Vt| as follows:224

−→
Θ (k) =< wt1, wt2, · · · , wt|Vt| > (2)

where each dimension corresponds to a distinct term in the vocabulary Vt and wti is the weight for225

the term associated with the i-dimension in Vt.226
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Fig. 4 An example of vector representation of the user interest.

Figure 4 shows an example of the model
−→
Θ (k) obtained from the browsing session depicted in227

Fig. 5(a). The weights are computed by counting the occurrences of the keywords in the relevant228

regions and filtering out the most common ones, e.g., ‘the’, ‘to’ and ‘about’.229

5 The proposed extraction approach230

The proposed approach can be broken down into two stages, as shown in Fig. 6. They can be231

summarized as follows:232

Stage I (Sect. 5.2): In the initial stage, single pages and pairs of visited pages in browsing233

sessions are considered. The goal of this stage is twofold:234

I.i (Sect. 5.3) representing groups of pages with a similar template by means of a com-235

mon tree structure;236

I.ii (Sect. 5.4) finding correlations between the contents of text regions on two consec-237

utive pages.238

Stage II (Sect. 5.5) This stage considers the whole session currently browsed. It weights239

the retrieved text in each pair of visited pages in the current session in accordance with240

the times the semantic relationship between the two regions has occurred in the past.241

In particular, in the I stage, each visited page is represented by a traditional DOM-based tree,242

which consists of the hierarchy of HTML elements. The obtained tree is also subjected to a agglom-243

erative clustering to group pages with similar templates. The obtained clusters are stored in a local244

knowledge base KBc.245

Each time the user follows a link between two pages pi → pi+1, two sets of semantic regions Φ′
pi

246

and Φ′′
pi+1

are identified. A semantic region is defined as a region of coherent content w.r.t. a certain247

topic. Examples of those regions are shown in the dashed blocks in Figure 5a. The HTML structural248

elements defining the content layouts, such as <DIV> and <TABLE>, support the identification249
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Fig. 5 Two visited pages and the two textual regions that correspond to the current user needs (a). The internal
DOM-based representation of the visited pages and the correlation between two blocks (b). Content courtesy of
World66.com

task (see Sect. 1). The semantic regions s′pi→pi+1
∈ Φ′

pi
in the page pi, shown as a solid block, has the250

characteristic of containing the link pi → pi+1 (e.g., the HTML href attribute of the <A> element).251

Often this kind of regions include additional text surrounding the link. In the example, the link with252

anchor “more.. ” is associated with the surrounded text “Lido di Ostia Beach - Rome is all about...”253

enclosed in the inner solid square.254

The content of s′pi→pi+1
is then compared with each semantic region s′′pi→pi+1

∈ Φ′′
pi+1

. When the255

two regions are found semantically related, the correlation between s′pi→pi+1
and s′′pi→pi+1

, represented256

by a dot-dash line, is stored in the knowledge base KB(+). The knowledge base KB(Γ ) keeps track of257
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Fig. 6 The proposed approach consists of multiple stages.

the occurrences of pairs of clusters, corresponding to two successively visited pages. The occurrences258

are computed without regard to their semantic correlation. It is relevant for normalizing the statistics259

extracted by KB(+).260

By clustering the pages with similar template, it is possible to generalize the relationship between261

two regions making it independent of the current browsing session, and, consequently, the particular262

text content. In other words, the correlations are generalized to any future page that shares the same263

template with the current ones. Figure 5b shows two clusters, each associated with two or more pages264

that share the same HTML template. The semantic relationship connects two structural elements265

from the two clusters stored in KBc. For this reason, the input of I.ii stage includes this knowledge266

base obtained in the previous stage.267

The last stage considers the whole browsed session. It weights the retrieved text in each268

For each pair of visited pages, the semantic regions s′′pi→pi+1
are extracted and their content269

weighted in accordance with the times the relationship between the regions has occurred in the past.270

The above-mentioned knowledge-bases (namely, KB(+) and KB(Γ )) store the results of the analysis271

of the previous browsing sessions of the user. If two regions have been found statistically related,272

the extracted text has more chance to be correlated with the intent that drove the user to read the273

anchor, click on the link and visit the pointed page.274

If statistically significant evidence indicates that two blocks have had strong semantic correlation,275

higher relevance is assigned to the retrieved text extracted from the pointed page. By repeating this276
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Fig. 7 Two browsing sessions where semantic correlations between similar blocks are repeated. Content courtesy
of GreenBiz.com

extraction activity on the whole trail P (k), the text can be combined in an interest model
−→
Θ (k), which277

is assumed to contain most of the significant themes for the given browsing activity.278

Figure 7 shows two trails where semantic relationships between blocks occurs more than one279

time. Because some of those relationships refer to the same pairs of clusters, the content of the280

related regions is increasingly weighted, and so, is highlighted by darker colors.281

5.1 A comparison with a traditional content-based approach282

Figure 7 shows two sessions where text content relevant to the interests of the user that drove the283

browsing activity is highlighted. As already stated in the previous section, a traditional content-based284
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approach that extracts the whole text from the visited pages would return several misleading elements285

on the web pages. However, it is interesting to note how the navigation path connects pages that286

often are similar one another. In particular, the followed links bind two elements on different pages287

whose content is related to the same concepts. Indeed, the author decides to include a hyperlink on a288

page to make a reference to a different document the reader can directly follow. But the HTML link289

does not state the specific target document fragment it refers to, so a filtering approach is required290

to take into consideration only the fragments whose content is correlated with the followed link. By291

limiting the analysis on each single page, current approaches, such as BP [43] and MR [50], do not292

take advantage of the explicit references of hyperlinks.293

The benefits of the proposed approach are manifold. For instance, in the two browsing sessions294

in Fig. 7, the semantic correlation between blocks is recognized only in the pairs of pages p
(k)
3 → p

(k)
4295

and p
(k+1)
2 → p

(k+1)
3 (blue dot-dash line). In these cases, the content extraction may be performed296

by limiting the analysis to the identified blocks, ignoring the remaining page. This results in a more297

accurate weighting of the text content extracted from the visited pages. Blocks related to other298

information, ads and navigation elements are not considered (see Fig. 3).299

Due to short text snippets or vocabulary problems (i.e., different words used to express similar300

meanings), the other pairs of consecutive pages do not show any correlation. Anyway, it is still301

possible to identify relevant content. In the i-session in Fig. 7 the overlapping content between the302

pages p
(k)
3 → p

(k)
4 results in a few keywords therefore a semantic relationship is hard to be established.303

In spite of that, the two regions have already be found similar on p
(k)
2 → p

(k)
3 . This evidence allows304

the text in p
(k)
4 ’s region to see its content noticeably weighted. Same criteria is met in k + 1-session305

between p
(k+1)
2 → p

(k+1)
3 pages.306

This statistical approach comes in handy to address the circumstances where two regions are307

accidentally found similar one another because they contain short and misleading common contents.308

Most of the times that content is very far from the user intentions. Since the approach utilizes309

previously acquired evidence in subsequent ranking of relevant information, if the two regions have310

been seldom found similar, the weight of the retrieved content is relatively low. It makes the extraction311

less affected by false-positive matching.312
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Since our ultimate goal is to extract and weight relevant content from the browsing sessions,313

the evaluation methodology discussed in Sect. 7 is focused on assessing this aspect in the typical314

personalized search task.315

In the following sections we give account of the techniques required for the execution of the316

approach under discussion, namely, the representation of web pages, clustering of templates and317

semantic similarity measures.318

5.2 Representation of web pages319

The generalization ability of a classification algorithm depends on the appropriateness of the repre-320

sentation of the instances for the given task. In this step, a tree-based representation is assigned to321

each visited page. These representations correspond to the input of the I stage.322

Web pages can be treated as semi-structured documents. Generally, web authors organize the323

page content to make it easy for reading. Thus, semantically coherent content is usually grouped324

together and the entire page is divided into regions with the help of visual separators such as lines,325

blank areas, images, different font size and colors defined by specific HTML elements.326

Web pages can be naturally represented as labeled ordered rooted trees, where labels represent327

the tags proper of the HTML mark-up language syntax, e.g., Document, DocumentType, Element,328

Text, Comment. Tree hierarchies represent the nesting levels of the elements constituting the page.329

That representation is named DOM -based (Document Object Model) [32]. Among the available node330

types, those most relevant to our purpose are Element and Text nodes, corresponding to HTML tags331

and textual content, respectively. An example of a tree representation is to be found in Figure 8b.332

A pre-processing step involves a syntax checker [15] that cleans up most of the malformed code333

generated by faulty templates. Since the content is organized by a limited number of tag, a simplified334

DOM-based tree (Figure 8c illustrates an example) is obtained by filtering out unnecessary tags and335

considering the following most relevant ones:336

Tags←


<DIV>,<SPAN>,<TABLE>

<TD>,<TH>,<TR>,<OL>,<OPTION>,<UL>

 (3)
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Fig. 8 A traditional DOM-based representation of a web page (b), a simplified version where data regions are
identified (b), and a representation of a cluster of similar pages (c).

The representation of a web page p is therefore defined as an ordered and labeled tree Tp, where337

each node is being assigned a symbol from a fixed finite alphabet Tags. The following function:338

tag : T ′
p → Tags (4)

merely returns the tag of a node. The notation T ′
p represents the set of nodes of Tp.339

The size of Tp, denoted by |Tp|, corresponds to the number of its nodes. The depth of a node340

v ∈ Tp, output of the function depth(v, Tp), is the number of edges on the path from v to the root of341

Tp. By extension, |Tp|d denotes the maximum depth in Tp.342

5.2.1 Data region mining343

Web pages may contain several repeated regions with different contents. Since a correlation binds344

only one of these regions with the subsequent page, the chance to see the same specific block in the345
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future rarely happens. That is why one more step aims at generalizing groups of blocks forming a346

single data region. These regions are part of the tree-based representation and replace a sub-tree with347

a special node. Potential correlations starting from one of the sub-tree’s nodes take on the reference348

to that special node.349

A sequence of data records containing descriptions of a set of similar objects are typically rendered350

in a contiguous region of a page and formatted using similar tags. Typical examples of data regions are351

ordered lists, menus, results of search engines and lateral navigation bars. The pi page in Fig. 5a shows352

three records in a data region named Things to do in Rome. Because our intent is to define semantic353

relationships between regions regardless of the specific HTML element containing the followed link,354

the relationship is generalized to the whole data region dr containing that link. Figure. 5b shows how355

the semantic relationship binds the element <DIV>, root of the data region Things to do in Rome,356

with the region on pi+1.357

Formally, a data region can be defined as a subset V ⊂ T ′p of two or more nodes satisfying the358

following properties:359

(1) ∀v ∈ V , depth(v, Tp) = c, where c is a constant.360

(2) ∀v ∈ V , the parent of v is v′, where v′ ∈ T ′p.361

(3) All the nodes in V are adjacent.362

(4) The normalized edit distance between two adjacent v′, v′′ ∈ V is less than a fixed threshold.363

Figure 8c clearly shows one data region whose root is the <UL> tag that has repeated sub-trees364

beneath.365

The root of a data region correspond to a node in Tp. In the example, it is denoted by the <DIV-366

DR> tag. A definition of the edit distance for two DOM-subtrees is introduced in the following367

section.368

The identification of data regions on web pages relies on the popular iterative approach proposed369

by Liu et al. [47]. Basically, the algorithm follows a depth-first traversal of the DOM-tree from the370

root downward. At each internal node it compares various combinations of the children sub-trees by371

means of the same previously-mentioned tree edit distance. When two or more sub-trees satisfy the372

data region properties, they will be considered as potential candidates along with their parent node.373
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The process ends up with the candidate data regions at the highest depth, that is, the ones that374

include the other candidates.375

5.3 Clustering376

An increasing number of documents on the web are automatically generated according to predefined377

templates. Various studies report that templates represent between 40% and 50% of the content on378

the Web [85], with a trend that seems to be increasing this set at a rate of 6% per year [27].379

Templates provide the authors with an easy to manage uniform look and feel, and can be seen380

as frameworks which are filled with different contents to compile the final pages. As side effect, the381

source code of template-generated documents is always very similar, resulting in slight alterations of382

the DOM-tree structure among pages. Empirically, dynamically generated pages from a particular383

site tend to fall into a few clusters representing each a template structure, a phenomenon massively384

exploited by information extraction algorithms for mining large amount of structured data [21].385

Statistics about the ratio between the number of clusters created during browsed sessions collected386

from a groups of users are to be found in Sect. 9.3.387

The goal of this step (I.i stage) is to populate a knowledge base KBc with groups of pages sharing388

similar templates. The input of this step is the tree-based representation obtained by the elaboration389

described in Sect. 5.2.390

The cluster of the p page is an approximate representation of the HTML template that the web391

server uses to generate p. Therefore, the cluster itself is a tree structure Tc, where each node is a392

symbol extracted from the same finite alphabet used for the page representation. An example of two393

clusters grouping similar pages is shown in Fig. 5b.394

KBc is the set of clusters in the local knowledge base which is incrementally updated each time a395

visited page has a template that is not similar to the stored ones. If Γ is the set of potential ordered396

trees, KBc corresponds to the a subset of Γ , therefore, KBc ∈ P(Γ ). The principal task of clustering397

is to define a function c : Γ 7→ Γ that, given a tree Tp, returns the most similar cluster Tc to p.398

The task is based on the similarity measure d(Tp, Tc), which is expressed by the tree edit distance. It399

represents the minimum-cost sequence of node edit operations that transform Tp into Tc.400
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Calculating the tree edit costs for DOM-based trees have some advantages in comparison with a401

general purpose tree edit distance because the root node is known, the sibling nodes are ordered and402

similar sub-trees from different pages are hardly ever changing their distance to the root node [31].403

The Restricted Top-Down Mapping (RTDM) algorithm has proven to perform well in calculating404

the distance in the web scenario [67]. Similar techniques reach precision and F1 levels of more than405

90% [86,1,85].406

In short, the algorithm first determines the identical sub-trees occurring at the same level of407

the input trees. Once the vertices in those sub-trees are grouped in equivalent classes, the minimal408

restricted top-down mapping between the trees is obtained. While it shows a worst-case complexity409

of O(|Tp||Tc|), in practice it performs much better due to the above-mentioned characteristics of the410

DOM-based representations.411

To put it more formally, for a given page p we define the clustering function c(·) as follows:412

c(Tp) =


Tc′ ← argminTc′′∈KBc d(Tp, Tc′′), if d(Tp, Tc′′) < kd

Tc′ ← Tp,KBc ← KBc ∪ {Tp}, otherwise

(5)

where the page p is assigned to the cluster Tc that has the minimum distance to p. If the distance is413

above a given threshold kd, the function returns a new cluster corresponding to the tree representation414

of the page Tp. KBc is incrementally updated each time a new cluster is built.415

The following three edit operations at the level of single nodes in a tree T are considered:416

– Deletion Delete a non-root node v in T with parent v′, making the children of v become the417

children of v′. The children are inserted in the place of v as a subsequence in the left-to-right418

order of the children of v′.419

– Insertion The complement of delete. Insert a node v as a child of v′ in T making v the parent of420

a consecutive subsequence of the children of v′.421

– Relabel Change the HTML element assigned to a node v in T .422

In order to obtain the tree edit distance between the page p and centroid Tc, the sequence of operations423

for transforming Tp into Tc, i.e., the mapping, is obtained. If the function c(Tp) returns a previous424

stored cluster, these operations are used to update Tc. In particular, the new nodes that the current425
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page p introduces but which have never seen in the pages already belonging to the cluster are merged426

with Tc.427

We find that most of recent web pages use style sheets, where <DIV> and <SPAN> define the428

structural organization, whereas older pages use HTML table tags, e.g., <TABLE> and <TD>.429

Nevertheless, additional tags are sometimes employed for further refining layouts. To improve the430

accuracy of the tree comparison, nodes are arranged in the following two categories:431

TagsHi ← {<DIV>,<SPAN>,<TABLE>}

TagsLo ← {<TD>,<TH>,<TR>,<OL>,<OPTION>,<UL>}
(6)

Given a node v in a cluster Tc, we define the following function:432

freq : P(Γ )× T ′p → N (7)

that, given a knowledge base KBc, returns the number of pages associated to Tc containing the node433

v ∈ T ′p. Basically, it assigns greater significance to nodes that best represent the template. Hereafter,434

|Tc|p denotes the total number of pages included in Tc.435

The cost model of the vertex insertion, removal and replacement is defined by the function g as436

follows:437

g(v, Tp, Tc) =



w(v) freq(Tc,v)
|Tc|p for delete op

w(v)
[
1− depth(v,Tp)

|Tp|d

]
for insert op

w(v) for relabel op

(8)

where w(·) is a surjective function mapping the v’s categories to R:438

w(v) =


wh if tag(v) ∈ TagsHi

wl if tag(v) ∈ TagsLo

(9)

where wh and wl are two constants. Basically, the cost function g(·) returns high values for delete439

operations if the cluster Tc has a node missing in the current page and its frequency is high (i.e., it440

has seen in most of the pages in the cluster). By contrast, if the page Tp contains a node never seen441
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before, the insertion cost gets high values if the node is at the top of the tree. The rationale is to give442

more importance to elements frequently occurring in a cluster and top elements that determine the443

essential structure of web pages.444

As a result of the clustering step, each cluster tends to grow and include slight alterations of the445

templates that website managers may consider over time. Node frequencies in the cluster allow us to446

increase the influence of the subtrees that better represent the associated template.447

5.4 Extracting relevant correlations between semantic regions448

Once we defined a representation suitable for clustering pages according to their content structure, the449

semantic correlations between two consecutive pages are considered. This stage (I.ii) is decomposed450

in two steps: the identification of the semantic regions and the extraction of potential correlations451

between these regions.452

5.4.1 Semantic region recognition453

The first step takes as input the tree-based representation (Sect. 5.2) of each visited page p ∈ P (k)
454

and identifies the semantic regions Φ′p on p. Web authors organize semantically coherent content in455

such a way that it is surrounded by structural elements, such as margins, paddings and borders [21].456

In terms of HTML elements, these layouts are mostly defined by the <DIV>, <SPAN>, <TABLE>457

tags and the others included in the Tags set.458

The authors of [24] propose to solve this problem by first starting of the leaves of the DOM-based459

representation of a page, collects each node v whose tag is in Tags, which contains significant amount460

of text. The pages is therefore split in units whose boundaries are arranged by HTML tags and the461

text is retrieved by the deepest units. Because each region can be identified by its root node in the462

DOM-based representation, we have Φ′p ⊂ T ′p. A high-level description can be summarized as follows:463
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input : A labeled tree Tp

output: The set of semantic regions Φ′p

Φ′p ← ∅;

V ′ ← ∅;

V ← leafs of Tp;

while V is not empty do

foreach element v of V do

V ′ ← V ′ + {v}; V ← V − {v};

if tag(v) ∈ Tags ∧ text(v) length is above kt words then

Φ′p ← Φ′p + {v};

V ′ ← V ′+ children(v) ;

end

if parent(v) 6= root then

V ← V + ({parent(v)} ∩ V ′);

end

end

end

Algorithm 1: Retrieval of semantic regions.

464

where the functions parent(v) and children(v) return the parent and the children nodes of v, respec-465

tively; text(v) collects the text in the form of sequence of words contained in v and its descendants,466

and, finally, kt is a constant.467

Figure. 8b shows two semantic regions, s′ and s′′, identified by the highlighted boxes whose roots468

are two <DIV> nodes. The leaf nodes of the simplified tree in Fig. 8c corresponds to the text content469

of the two regions. Because every page tree Tp is associated to a cluster, for the sake of clarity, a470

unique serial identifier is assigned to each node in c(Tp), as shown Figure. 8d.471

5.4.2 Correlation extraction472

Once each browsed page p is split to a set of non-overlapping text fragments, we begin analyzing pairs473

of contiguous pages pi → pi+1. The goal of this step is building up relevant statistics between pairs of474

regions whose content is frequently similar one another. Those statistics are stored in two knowledge475
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bases, namely, KB(+) and KB(Γ ). The former actually stores the correlations, the latter how many476

times pairs of clusters sequentially appear in the past sessions and is used for normalization.477

Given the semantic region s′pi→pi+1
that includes that followed link, we identify the set:478

Spi+1 = {s′′|s′′ ∈ φpi+1 ∧ sim(text(s′pi→pi+1
), text(s′′)) > ks} (10)

that consists of pointed page’s semantic regions which have a content correlated with s′pi→pi+1
(see479

diagram in Fig. 9). The function sim(·, ·)→ [0, 1] performs a similarity measure between two textual480

contents while ks is a constant threshold. Section 8 discusses comparative accuracies of different481

measures in the task under discussion.482

The identified semantic correlations of each pair of visited pages are incrementally stored in a483

local knowledge base KB(+) composed of a multiset of tuples member of the following data domain:484

KBc × Γ ′ ×KBc × Γ ′ (11)

In particular, the multiset of tuples is obtained as follows:485

{< c(pi), s
′
pi→pi+1, c(pi+1), s′′ > |s′′ ∈ Spi+1} (12)

Intuitively, the set of tuples summarizes the semantic connections found between pages by analyzing486

the browsing activity. For instance, given the pair of pages in Figure 5, the following tuple will be487

stored in the KB: < c(pi),2:3 , c(pi+1),2:1>.488

A further multiset of tuples of interest, denoted by KB(Γ ) with domain Γ × Γ , is obtained as489

follows:490

{< c(pi), c(pi+1) >} (13)

It merely keeps track of the times a pair of regions, part of two successively visited pages, respectively,491

occurred in the past. The occurrences are counted without regard to their content correlation.492

By examining the sessions in Figure 7, assuming that pages p
(k)
1 and p

(k+1)
1 are clustered in c1,493

p
(k)
2 , p

(k)
3 , p

(k)
4 and p

(k+1)
2 in c2; and p

(k+1)
3 in c3; KB(Γ ) would store the following tuples:494

{< c1, c2 >,< c1, c2 >,< c2, c2 >,< c2, c2 >,< c2, c3 >} (14)
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The proposed formalism extends the tree representation of clusters with a set of ordered pairs of495

vertices, that is, directed edges that connect two nodes from the same or different clusters in KBc.496

Let us recall the example of that kind on two clusters connected by a dash-dot line in Figure 5b.497

The assumption at the root of link analysis is that hyperlinks establish relationships between two498

pages. In our approach, a link from pi to pi+1 indicates a relationship between s′pi→pi+1
on pi, which499

includes the link, and one or more regions s′′ on pi+1. According to the acquired evidence, we are500

able to distinguish between informative and organizational links. The former kind of links provides501

better evidence related to the current user interests because they are used to build semantic connec-502

tions between different contents. Organizational links usually connect unrelated blocks, therefore the503

knowledge base KB(+) has less chance to include tuples related to those ones.504

5.5 Exploiting the acquired evidence505

The last stage (II ) retrieves text information related to the current user interests. More formally,506

given a browsing session P (k+1) and the experience KB(+) and KB(Γ ) acquired during the previous507

browsing activities (P (1), P (2), · · · , P (k)), our goal is to output the Θ(k+1) model of the interests508

related to P (k+1).509

Each pair of consecutive pages pi → pi+1 in P (k+1) of the input session is subjected to clustering510

and extraction of relevant correlations, as described in Sect. 5.3 and 5.4, respectively. Therefore, the511

semantic region s′pi→pi+1
in pi and the associated set Spi+1 of regions in pi+1 correlated with s′pi→pi+1

512

are obtained. Figure 9 depicts these elements.513

In principle, once the semantic region s′pi→pi+1
that includes the followed link, and the pointed514

regions Spi+1 that show some sort of correlation with the former, the text retrieved by these regions515

(pink blocks in Fig. 9) can be considered part of the model of interest. By iterating this task over516

the session P (k+1), the entire text can be assigned to Θ(k+1). However, our goal is to exploit any517

evidence that two regions have been previously found similar in order to better determining the518

relevant keywords in the model.519
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Fig. 9 Two pages in the browsing session P (k+1).

Applying the relational algebra’s projection operator to the knowledge bases KB(+) and KB(Γ ),

the subset of correlations related to pairs of structurally similar regions can be obtained as follows:

N
(+)
pi→pi+1

=
⋃

s′′∈Spi+1

πc(pi),s′pi→pi+1
,c(pi+1),s′′(KB(+)) (15a)

N
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

=
⋃

s′′∈Spi+1

πs′pi→pi+1
,s′′(KB(Γ )) (15b)

The projection’s attributes correspond to the clusters assigned to pi and pi+1 and the semantic520

regions under consideration. The Eq. 15a collects the stored correlations that bind two clusters521

matching c(pi) and c(pi+1), respectively. Moreover, the correlations must also bind the same regions522

in pi → pi+1 that are currently identified as semantically correlated. Similarly, Eq. 15b returns pairs523

of regions part of two successively visited pages, with no regard to their semantic correlation.524

Since we are interested in the number of occurrences of the so obtained sets, n
(+)
pi→pi+1

and n
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

525

denote the cardinalities of the two multisets obtained by the Eq. 15a and 15b, respectively.526

Finally, the boosting factor w can be introduced as follows:527

wpi→pi+1 =




n(+)
pi→pi+1

n
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

, if n
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

> 0

1, otherwise

(16)

That factor is computed at each pair of visited pages pi → pi+1. It gets low values if the two regions528

were rarely being judged similar on previous browsing sessions. Instead, it shows increased values if529
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the regions have always been found strongly semantically correlated. The n(Γ ) value is basically used530

for normalization. If the templates of the current pages occurred many times in the previous sessions,531

the boosting factor gets high values only if many semantic correlations were also found.532

In the case the KBs do not provide any evidence from the past sessions, n(Γ ) is 0 and the boosting533

factor gets value 1. In other words, the model is built by considering only the current semantic534

correlations extracted from each pair of visited pages.535

Similarly to text(·), the function
−−→
text(v) returns a vector representation of the text enclosed in536

v, where the weights are assigned by means of a tf·idf weighting scheme. The idf values are computed537

by taking into consideration the text content of the whole collection of sessions up to the currently538

visited page.539

The interest model
−→
Θ (k+1) is incrementally updated at each pair of sequential pages belonging540

to the same session. In particular, the contribution for the pair pi → pi+1 is given as follows:541

−→
Θ

(k+1)
pi→pi+1

=
−−→
text(s′pi→pi+1

) + wpi→pi+1

∑
s′′∈Spi+1

−−→
text(s′′) (17)

where the former contribution is derived by the content of the semantic region that contains the542

followed link, and the latter is built by collecting the content of correlated regions identified by543

the Eq. 10. This form of term weighting is inspired by the well-known relevance feedback approach544

proposed in the Rocchio algorithm [70].545

By iterating over the browsing session P (k+1), the expected interest model is obtained with the546

following:547

−→
Θ (k+1) =

|P (k+1)|−1∑
i=1

−→
Θ

(k+1)
pi→pi+1

(18)

For instance, by considering the session k+1 in Figure 7, the pair of clusters < c(p
(k+1)
1 ), c(p

(k+1)
2 ) >

corresponds to < c(p
(k)
1 ), c(p

(k)
2 ) >, both stored in KB(Γ ). Moreover, between p

(k)
1 → p

(k)
2 a semantic

correlation has been recognized. By analyzing the pair p
(k+1)
1 → p

(k+1)
2 , the following statistics are

therefore obtained:

n
(+)

p
(k+1)
1 →p(k+1)

2

= 2 (19a)

n
(Γ )

p
(k+1)
1 →p(k+1)

2

= 2 (19b)
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According to Equation 16, the boosting factor w
p
(k+1)
1 →p(k+1)

2

is 1. If the semantic correlation on548

p
(k)
1 → p

(k)
2 was missing, less evidence would suggest that the text extracted from the identified549

region in p
(k+1)
2 was relevant. Indeed, the KB(+) would miss the tuple associated with that missing550

correlation, obtaining the following variation:551

n
(+)

p
(k+1)
1 →p(k+1)

2

= 1 (20)

and a boosting factor of 0.5. In other words, the text extracted from the p
(k+1)
2 ’s region is half-552

weighted in the construction of the interest model.553

The just described approach (from now on named EXP), which builds interest models by an-554

alyzing input browsing sessions, suffers of one drawback. In circumstances in which new templates555

are found (e.g., websites with templates never seen in the past), KB(Γ ) does not provide any evi-556

dence from the past sessions. As already mentioned, EXP is still able to find semantic correlations557

by exploiting the function sim introduced in the Sect. 5.4.2, but since the boosting factor w would558

get value 1, the accuracy of the extraction is limited. By analyzing the outcomes of the comparative559

evaluation (Sect. 7), content-based approaches that take into account specific elements of each single560

browsed page, e.g., titles and anchors, generate adequate approximations of the interest models. For561

this reason, an hybrid approach named HEM is introduced. It simply combines EXP and MR, that562

is, the approaches that obtained the best performances during the experiments. The EXP approach is563

considered under normal circumstances. In case KB(Γ ) does not provide any evidence from the past564

sessions, which is represented by the condition n
(Γ )
pi→pi+1

= 0 in Eq. 16, the MR approach is taking565

over in the construction of the current interest model. The assumption is that, whenever pages with566

templates never seen before are visited, a content-based approach based on noun phrases, titles and567

metadata keywords provides better outcomes.568

6 Analysis of the computational complexity569

The computational complexity of the approach we just described is linearly dependent with the570

number of clusters stored in KBc. Specifically, the overall complexity of the tree-edit distance and571

clustering approach is O(N |Tp||Tc||KBc|), where N is the length of the input browsing session. The572
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semantic region recognition is obtained during the parsing of the web page required for the tree-based573

representation.574

In a real scenario, most of the visited pages are grouped in few clusters and KBc assumes bounded575

cardinality, hypothesis empirically supported by the evaluation of a dataset of browsing sessions576

discussed in Sect. 9.2. Nevertheless, as the browsing sessions tend to mount up spanning several577

months, the chance to see pages with new templates increases and, therefore, the number of new578

clusters.579

Since the approach strongly relies on the tree-based representations of pages and clusters, the580

computational complexity differs from other modeling approaches as shown in Table 2. The com-581

plexity of MR is influenced by the noun phrase extraction. Most of the natural language parsers for582

noun phrase extraction exploit probabilistic context-free grammars and are particularly slow in case583

of long input [42]. It gets very difficult to obtain the output from pages with long text, making the584

approach not feasible for daily use. Specific adaptations have been implemented to include it in the585

evaluation, see Sect. 7.586

Because TDH is based on a local search engine that is not affected by any form of forgetting, it587

sees its capacity growing more and more. So that the complexity is a function of the number of pages588

visited so far, and of the set of keywords extracted, i.e., the search engine’s dictionary.589

By contrast, the SHY approach builds the profile by considering a limited number of recent590

browsing sessions, and takes advantage of the quick Rocchio algorithm for the construction of the591

interest model. For this reason, it shows the lowest complexity among the considered techniques,592

which show any form of adaptation to the visited pages.593

As for wall-clock running times, the build-up of local indexes related to the visited content or594

the identification of semantic relationships between regions, makes the computational requirement of595

TDH, SHY and EXP between 2 and 4 times higher than others.596

In order to process the 15,5 thousands sessions of the corpus-based evaluation (Sect. 7.1), TDH,597

SHY and EXP required 161, 73.4 and 166.8 hours, respectively, whereas BP, MR and PX needed 5.1,598

40.8 and 33.3 hours. It must be also said that, the backend implemented in the EXP prototype is599

based on a standard SQL database, which is less adequate for storing and retrieving binary tree-based600

structures.601
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Table 2 Complexity of the most relevant approaches in the literature.

Approach Ref. Complexity

MR [50] O(NL3
t ), where Lt is the average number of words on a web page.

SHY [76] O(NLt)
TDH [79] O(NLp|Vt|), where Lp is the total number of visited pages.
EXP - O(N |Tp||Tc||KBc|)

A number of workarounds have been developed to keep the EXP complexity bound so that602

computational resources of common personal computers are enough for the algorithm execution.603

Hereafter, we briefly introduce solutions to scale our approach.604

6.0.1 Hostname-based matching priority605

Since performing an exhaustive search over a large set of clusters is infeasible, the key insight is to606

prune the search space.607

In particular, the tree edit distance will be evaluated first on the clusters that include pages from608

the same hostname of the current one. On the circumstance when no cluster matches with a distance609

below the kd threshold constant, the calculation will be extended to the rest of clusters in KBc. The610

idea is favoring the templates generated by the same website because, more likely than not, those611

templates are distinctive of the page layouts of the site itself. Nevertheless, seldom templates are not612

associated to a particular domain but are shared among several websites. Popular cases are themes613

of popular public forums or content management system (e.g., Wordpress, Drupal). For this reason,614

the rest of the KBc will not be ignored if the clusters containing pages from the exact same hostname615

are not deemed similar enough.616

6.0.2 Simple-tree matching617

Even though RTDM is reported to usually behave better in practice, it still does have a worst-618

case quadratic time complexity. If the trees are particularly complex, the calculus of the distance619

measure is compute-intensive. In this scenario, we introduce a lightweight distance to identify tree-620

pair candidates with high similarity.621

A simplified tree is built and kept updated for each cluster in KBc by considering only tags in622

the HiRel category. An example is depicted in Fig. 8. In other words, each cluster is mapped to a623
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smaller tree, empirically 35.3% percent of the original on average according to the browsing histories624

considered for evaluation in Sect. 9.2.625

During the clustering, the tree edit distance is first calculated between the simplified versions of626

each potential cluster and the simplified tree built from Tp, respectively. If that measure is below627

the threshold kd, the distance is than evaluated on the standard representation. Consequently, the628

number of nodes analyzed for each cluster that does not represent the current page’s template is629

substantially reduced.630

It is easy to prove that if the distance measure on simplified pairs of trees is above kd, the same631

measure evaluated on the corresponding standard trees is still above the threshold, therefore, the632

clustering accuracy is not affected.633

6.0.3 Pre-Pruning634

One more optimization is performed during the tree edit distance calculus. The recursive formula used635

by the RTDM algorithm for the d(Tp, Tc) calculus has the characteristic of updating the temporary636

distance with positive increments, that is, the cost of the operation on the node currently under637

consideration. In other words, the calculus of the distance will never decrease its value.638

Therefore, once a cluster with distance d′ is found, that value is assigned to the maximum threshold639

the future clusters must satisfy. If it happens that the partial distance obtained by the RTDM640

algorithm on the current cluster gets a value higher than d′, the calculus can be early-stopped. If the641

final distance gets values less than d′, the latter is updated accordingly. This optimization reduces642

the time spent on templates that clearly show different structures with the current page.643

6.0.4 Forgetting644

Finally, in order to combat the proliferation of clusters after many browsing sessions, we monitor645

long periods of inactivity (i.e., 60 days). The clusters that have not been subjected of any alteration646

in terms of new pages that have been put in, are removed from KBc. This step helps us to limit the647

number of comparisons and keep the storage requirements bounded.648
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7 Evaluation methodology649

In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the accuracy of the content represented650

by the interest model, which defines a level of preference over a set of keywords after a browsing651

activity, has to be evaluated. Due to the subjectivity of human perception, assessing the effective652

relevance of each keyword is challenging and requires time-consuming procedures. For this reason,653

evaluation methodologies often exploit these models for collecting additional resources w.r.t. the654

current interests and, accordingly, assessing their relevance [83].655

In particular, given a browsing session P (k), the top-ranked keywords extracted from the interest656

model
−→
Θ (k) compose a web search query. In this scenario, users are asked to provide relevance657

assessments over the content of the recommended resources retrieved by a search engine. This strategy658

allows us to take up the traditional IR evaluation metrics for performance comparison [52], e.g., how659

many of the retrieved results are judged useful by the user. Similar evaluation approaches have been660

undertaken by a number of authors, see for example [77,19,93,50,84].661

Two different experiments are discussed. A corpus-based experimental methodology is first de-662

scribed in Sect. 7.1. It consists of a large-scale off-line evaluation of different interest modeling strate-663

gies. A comparative evaluation framework over a dataset of news pages is defined for simulating664

short browsing activities. Section 7.2 describes a field-based experiment for accuracy assessment in665

a real-world environment. In this on-line study we analyze the feedback of the users exposed to666

recommendations generated by considering their histories.667

Field-based evaluations are complementary to the batch processing approach. They are funda-668

mental from the qualitative point of view since the effectiveness is evaluated by humans in real-world669

environments [84]. Nevertheless, users are required to judge large sets of documents so, due to the670

cognitive burden and long time to complete the tasks, they are limited in its realization [50]. On the671

other hand, corpus-based experiments provide comparable results within the same retrieval scenarios672

considering larger sets of input data.673

So far as we are aware, this is the first comparative framework that aims at estimating the674

effectiveness of different strategies for representing interest models by analyzing browsing activities.675

The comparative evaluation includes the algorithms reported in Table 3, with specific adaptations676

for the kind of considered experiments. Section 3 reports a brief description of each approach.677
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Table 3 Approaches considered in the evaluation.

Approach Ref. Notes

W -
Simple strategy that collects the text content from all the visited sessions’
pages and extracts the most frequent terms, ignoring common stopwords.

BP [43] Extraction limited to the pages in the current session.

MR [50]

The inverse document frequency is estimated by extracting statistics from
the Google N-Gram corpus [29]. The initial queries correspond to the titles
and the anchors of the current browsing session. Because the noun phrase
extraction of the MR approach is a compute-intensive task, the extraction
has been limited to the first sentences of the text extracted from each page.

PX [24] -

SHY [76]

10 sessions per day, with a history of browsing activities spanning 10 days
(i.e., a total amount of 100 browsing sessions profiled). According to the
definition of the approach, the Rocchio algorithm [4] expands the initial
query considering both the short and the long-term collected preferences
by considering the previous browsing activities.

TDH [79] -

EXP Sect.5 The proposed approach.

HEM Sect.5.5 A hybrid approach that combines EXP and MR.

With the exception of the two baselines W and BP, the considered approaches make explicit678

representation of short-term information needs. The SHY, TDH, EXP and HEM approaches, in679

different ways, build these representations by considering also the content of past browsing activities.680

Significance tests between every pair of approaches have all been empirically validated in both the681

experimental setups by the paired t-test (P < 0.05). The preliminary assumption, or null hypothesis682

H0, is that two extraction approaches being tested are equivalent in terms of performance.683

Experimental outcomes are reported in Sections 9.1 and 9.2, respectively, following the procedure684

for tuning the parameters of the mining approaches under examination (Sect. 8).685

7.1 Corpus-based evaluation setup686

In the batch processing paradigm [13], a set of queries is run against a static collection of docu-687

ments. The task of a retrieval system is to identify those documents relevant to the query. Basically,688

the user-system interactions are simulated through a well-defined retrieval scenario. This method is689

worthwhile since it maintains complete control over situational variables and measurements, testing690

the effectiveness of the algorithms underling the considered approaches in a variety of topics. How-691

ever, obtaining a large test collection of browsing sessions motivated by clear information needs is a692

complex task that requires a long time to be accomplished and raises privacy concerns. As far as we693
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Table 4 Statistics of the news collection aggregated by the four macro-categories: business, entertainment, science
& tech and health.

News corpus G 2-page session corpus

news pages stories sources sessions stories sources

Business 152,746 2,019 5,637 6,091 603 179

Entertainment 152,746 2,076 5,620 9,425 342 306

Science & Tech 108,465 1,789 5,399 - - -

Health 45,615 1,347 4,492 - - -

All Categories 422,937 7,231 9,311 15,516 945 408

are aware, public domain datasets are not available and, for this reason, our first attempt is to build694

this collection.695

Online newspapers create a rich information landscape of gigantic proportions. The intents behind696

browsing sessions that include news pages are foundamentally informational, that is, the acquisition697

of some information assumed to be present on one or more pages [12]. Unlike blogs, online forums698

or discussion boards, each newspaper usually deals with several macro-categories (e.g., Sports, Tech-699

nology) and hundreds of different topics each day. The availability of continuously updated news700

content provides great value, but it represents yet another case of information overload problem [10,701

55], which often does not help the audience obtaining meaningful and consistent insights.702

News aggregators’ purpose is to periodically check for new contents from several sources creating703

unique points of access. Some of these aggregators provide an organized view of the content, clustering704

all the news about the same story or topic s. So we might have the following stories: “Trump and705

Clinton debate”, “Samsung’s Note 7 recall” and “Nestle Recalls Drumstick Ice Cream Cones After706

Listeria Test”; each one collecting news pages from various sources (e.g., CNN, Washington Post and707

Reuters) about the topic at issue.708

A corpus G of 422,937 English-language news pages have been collected during a time period of709

just over 5 months by monitoring four macro-categories of a popular online aggregator [30], namely:710

Business, Science & Technology, Entertainment and Health. Table 4 shows statistics about each711

category. The total number of monitored publishers, or sources, is 9,311. On average, each story712

clusters 58.4 news pages discussing similar topics (σ = 55.084).713

A local text search engine [22] based on the vector-space model indexes the G corpus that becomes714

the document collection used for testing. In order to build a set of browsing sessions from the news715
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Fig. 10 Partition of the news page collection used for the evaluation.

collection, we begin looking for backlinks, that is, web pages containing a link to one of the pages716

p ∈ G. The backlink retrieval is conducted by querying a search engine with specific query operators.717

Each time a link is found, a 2-page browsing session is identified. Nearly all of those sessions718

are composed of patterns such as homepage → news page, or blog page → news page, that is, paths719

frequently followed by users in their everyday browsing activity. A total of 15,516 sessions ΠG have720

been identified covering two categories, namely, Business and Entertainment. The average number of721

sessions per story is 16.4 (σ = 60.346). The entire dataset is made publicly available for download1
722

for encouraging the objective comparison with future studies.723

Our task is to suggest news in G belonging to the story s of the pages visited by the users (see724

Fig. 10). Formally, after having visited a browsing session P (k) ∈ ΠG, the interest model
−→
Θ (k) is725

built according to the visited sessions up to k. The vector
−→
Θ (k) is then converted into a query that726

is submitted to the local search engine and the stories associated with the top retrieved news are727

evaluated by means of traditional IR measures on sets.728

The ΠG collection is chronologically partitioned in 10 equal-sized sub-samples so that the eval-729

uation process is repeated 10 times with each of the 10 sub-samples used once as validation (k-fold730

cross validation with k=10). The results are averaged to reduce the variability of the outcomes due731

to the particular ordering of the input sessions. A chronological split is realistic since user profiling732

usually requires training on currently available material, and then applying the filtering to material733

that is received later.734

The proposed test is tailored to investigate retrieval performances allowing additional insight into735

the strengths and weaknesses of different extraction mechanisms. The synthetic dataset models each736

1 UCI Machine Learning Repository https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/News+Aggregator (Last visited
on 15 April 2016)
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news article as having a fixed number of properties, namely, the HTML content, the set of browsing737

sessions that include the news page and the story associated with the news. The so-built dataset does738

not suffer by data sparsity because, given a topic, all the items in the dataset have been classified as739

relevant or irrelevant. Moreover, it falls in the test-retest reliability class, where future approaches740

can be easily taken into consideration for measuring potential performance improvements.741

7.2 Field-based evaluation setup742

As pointed out by Matthijs and Radlinski [50], it is crucial that interest models are evaluated by743

users performing regular day-to-day searches driven by information needs so that the hypothesis of744

the personalization yielding an actual improvement in the search experience is properly evaluated.745

Furthermore, it allows us to strengthen the corpus-based outcomes on a different dataset.746

Subjects involved in this study are graduate students enrolled in Computer Science courses at the747

Faculty of Engineering with a mean age of 26 years. These 50 students, assumed to have experience748

with a broad range of software, are required to complete a pre-experiment questionnaire to establish749

their level of experience in conducting on-line searches. Of course, all the subjects reported that they750

have a great deal of knowledge with search engines and web browsers; the median search frequency751

among the user population was 4.16 on-line search per day. Every user underwent a training session752

of half an hour to ensure they were familiar with the task before beginning the experiments proper.753

For a 4-week period each user was asked to analyze her browsing histories. A Java tool installed in754

the user’s personal computer had the function of retrieving the history, irrespectively from the default755

browser (e.g., Explorer, Firefox, Safari or Chrome). Each browse trail consists of a temporally ordered756

sequence of URLs per web browser instance. The tool performs a session boundary recognition based757

on the presence of links that connect two consecutive pages. A traditional session inactivity timeout758

of 30 minutes is also used to demarcate two different sessions [36,92]. On average, 67.62 sessions per759

day have been identified.760

The potential intents behind single browsing sessions are complex, covering informational, nav-761

igational and transactional goals [12]. For this reason, we asked each user to identify the browsing762

sessions whose aim is acquiring relevant information, ignoring other kinds of motivations. An upper763

bound limit of 10 sessions was given to each user. Subjects were asked to think about their online764
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Table 5 Categories of information seeking activities of the retrieved browsing sessions.

Seeking activity
# sessions

(%)

News and Weather 13.5
Technology 15.6
Shopping 11.8
Education 21.2
Travel 18.4

Recreation
14.9

(e.g., Videos, Games)
Others 4.6

Fig. 11 Field-based evaluation steps.

information-seeking activities in terms of tasks by creating text labels for each session. A summary765

of the seeking categories grouping those labels are shown in Table 5.766

The obtained sessions are subjected to the extraction of user interests. The remaining sessions,767

that is, the ones initially discarded by the user, is however input to each approach, similarly to the768

evaluation proposed by White et al. [96]. They correspond to the training set that the extraction769

algorithms can exploit in order to learn related or different interests, and analyze patterns on the770

visited hypertext information. The micro-average session length is 2.42 pages (σ=1.73).771

The output of each considered extraction approach corresponds to the model of user interests772

related to the current browsing session. The 10 top ranked keywords in the model are submitted to773

the Microsoft Bing search engine [53] through its API, and the first 10 results are retrieved. The test774

document collection is therefore the whole Bing’s index.775

The participants are asked to determine whether they personally find each result relevant or not776

based on the intents that drove the particular browsing activity. The user relevance is expressed in a777

three point Likert-type scale: (1) high-relevant to the browsing session; (2) partially relevant and (3)778

not relevant. So as not to bias the participants, the three sets of results are presented mixed and in779

random order. An outline of the evaluation steps is depicted in Fig. 11.780
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Table 6 Quantitative parameters and references.

wh = 0.75 : Eq. 9 (definition of tree edit distance)
wl = 0.20 : Eq. 9 (definition of tree edit distance)
kd = 0.28 : Sect. 6.0.2 (page cluster similarity)
ks = 0.80 : Eq. 10 (text similarity)
kt = 10 : Algo. 1 (semantic region identification)

In order to keep reasonable the number of sessions the user is asked to express judgments, the781

extraction approaches have been chosen from the ones that obtained better performances in the782

corpus-based evaluation, namely, BP, MR, EXP and HEM. Accordingly, each of the 50 users submit-783

ted 400 judgments.784

This experiment falls in the class of evaluations defined for the JITIR (Just-in-Time-Information-785

Retrieval), where software agents proactively present potentially valuable information based on a786

person’s local context [69,95]. Because the user determines if an item meets her taste requirements,787

the relevance is more inherently subjective in this evaluation compared to the corpus-based setting.788

8 Parameter tuning789

We report the threshold settings and the values of the parameters used in the evaluation for the790

proposed approach.791

As for the clustering, a test set composed of 1,000 web pages randomly chosen from about 100792

websites, mostly popular blogs and online newspaper, have been assembled. The websites’ hostnames793

do not overlap with the ones in the corpus-based dataset. Web pages are manually clustered according794

to common templates.795

The thresholds are obtained if the approach produces the most similar cluster for each given796

page, minimizing the global number of errors (misses and false alarms) in the decisions made. They797

are automatically tuned by varying their values until the global performance of the classifier obtains798

good results on the validation set. The iterative gradient-descent is used for this task.799

Similarly, a small subset of 500 pages obtained with the same procedure discussed in Sect. 7.1800

has been manually examined for tuning the remaining parameters. The values found to be best w.r.t.801

precision measurements are reported in Table. 6.802

As far as the text similarity measure is concerned (Eq. 10), the described approach does not require803

a particular algorithm to be implemented. Nevertheless, evaluating similarities among text contents804
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is fundamental for recognizing dependencies between regions belonging to different pages. For this805

reason, we perform a comparison on various similarity measures in the domain under discussion for806

determining the most accurate. The considered measures are the following:807

(CM) Corley and Mihalcea [16] model the similarity of texts as a function of the semantic similarity808

of the component words. A combination of six different word-based metrics is considered by the809

authors for determining the similarity between pairs of keywords.810

(CS) A traditional cosine similarity, that is, a normalized inner product of two vectors, with a tf·idf811

weighting scheme [4]. In short, the semantic similarity of two texts is determined by the lexical812

overlap, i.e., how many words they have in common.813

(GR) Mihalcea et al. [54] propose a greedy method based on word-to-word similarity measures. For814

each word in the text t1, the maximum similarity score to any word in text t2 is determined.815

Different word-word similarity measures can be considered for this task. In our experiments,816

we take into consideration: Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [44,60], Latent Dirichlet Allocation817

(LDA) [11] and the statistical similarity proposed by Lesk (L) [5] extended to use WordNet,818

an online publicly available hand-crafted lexical database [20]. Both LDA and LSA models are819

developed from the lemmatized Touchstone Applied Science Associates (TASA) corpus [44].820

(LSA) The approach proposed by Lintean and Rus [46] for estimating the semantic similarity be-821

tween two short texts by using the LSA word-word similarity.822

(OP) Similarly to (CM), Rus and Lintean [71] cast the similarity to a measure between words.823

Instead of a greedy paradigm, the authors propose to find the best matching using the sailor824

assignment problem, also known as job assignment, a well-known combinatorial optimization825

problem. Again, three different word-word similarities are considered, based on LDA, LSA and826

Lesnik’s similarity L, respectively.827

The open source SIMILAR toolkit [45] has been employed for the implementation of some of the828

above-mentioned measures.829

To test the effectiveness of the text semantic similarity metrics, the test set used for tuning the830

cluster algorithm has been extended considering pages that can be reached by a link in that set. Pairs831

of related regions between two connected pages have been manually identified. A total amount of832

2,180 pairs have been used as unsupervised setting. Experimental results in terms of residual sum of833
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Table 7 Wall-clock running times in seconds to complete the task and Residual sum of squares (RSS) for various
text similarity measures.

Similarity Measure Time (secs) RSS

CM 7.643 0.477

CS 0.26 0.489
GR-LDA 7.537 0.559
GR-LSA 7.616 0.556

GR-L 23.035 0.553
LSA 7.582 0.546

OP-LDA 7.588 0.610
OP-LSA 7.584 0.607

OP-L 16.065 0.606

squares (RSS) are reported in Table 7. The RSS is calculated by averaging the discrepancies between834

the estimated similarity and the expected correlation between text regions, that is, 1 for correlated835

regions, 0 otherwise.836

The CM semantic similarity measure obtains the best results. Intuitively, semantic analysis of837

text contents has the chance to identify correlations in circumstances where the lexical overlap be-838

tween texts is missing. This deeper analysis comes at the expense of computational complexity,839

which is significantly higher, as expressed by the required time to complete the task (7.6 sec). In-840

terestingly, a traditional cosine similarity obtains good outcomes, in spite of its relative simplicity841

of implementation. At first sight, the good performance of this non-semantic measure looks coun-842

terintuitive but it must be said that many of the collected text region pairs are included in pages843

sharing the same hostnames. It is likely that these pages have been authored by the same person844

and, therefore, the vocabulary of terms appearing in correlated regions corresponds. In this case, a845

traditional keywords-based measure looks mostly adequate to draw accurate similarities. Moreover,846

keyword-based approaches have the advantage to be language-independent, bearing the whole de-847

scribed approach adaptable to a larger amount of web content. For these reasons, the CS similarity848

has been chosen for the experimental evaluation.849

9 Experimental results and discussion850

After giving an account of the two experimental methodologies, the outcomes are reported and851

discussed in the following sections.852
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Fig. 12 Overall precision and recall considering the top-ranked pages, with N ∈ {10,20,30}.

9.1 Corpus-based evaluation results853

Because the task is finding all the relevant items with binary granularity of true preferences (i.e., the

news page belongs to the given story or not), traditional set-based measures such as precision Pr and

recall Re measures [4] over the list of documents returned by the local search engine are evaluated as

follows:

Pr =
tp

tp+ fp
and Re =

tp

tp+ fn
(21a)

where tp is the number of retrieved news pages belonging to the same story of the current browsed854

session (true positives), fp is the number of retrieved web pages that do not belong to the current855

story (false positives), and fn is the number of web pages related to the story that are not retrieved856

(false negatives). These measures are computed at different cut-off values, namely, {10, 20, 30}. Since857

precision and recall are defined only for a single classification task (i.e., input session), the results of858

multiple sessions need to be macro averaged to get to a single performance value [99].859
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The average precision and recall measures considering the top-ranked pages (i.e., 10, 20 and 30860

results) retrieved by the local search engine are reported in Fig. 12. The hybrid approach HEM861

performs the best among the eight considered approaches in terms of both precision and recall. It862

shows 11% more accuracy in comparison with the single approaches MR and EXP.863

BP, PX and TDH comparatively show around 22% less accuracy. The baseline W and the SHY864

approach behave even less accurately. In the first case, the whole content of the current browsed session865

contains noise that does not allow identifying relevant terms. In spite of its limited computational866

requirements, the SHY approach builds up interest profiles by considering the whole content of the867

last browsed sessions. Therefore, exhibiting similar inaccuracies.868

It must be said that Google News aggregator tends to group news pages very selectively, creating869

several clusters for related or developing stories. For example, each of the following related news870

belong to distinct stories:871

SoftBank acquisition of US telco threatened by $15B offer from French rival

Hostname: techinasia.com URL: http://goo.gl/UxxTxE

SoftBank Vows ’Price War’ if T-Mobile Deal Approved

Hostname: moneynews.com URL: http://goo.gl/y22hs4

SoftBank CEO hopeful of T-Mobile merger, AT&T chief says it’s impossible

Hostname: techtimes.com URL: http://goo.gl/edH28o

In terms of absolute performances, even if the extraction algorithms are able to identify relevant872

cues related to the current interests for querying the local repository, good chances are that relevant873

pages associated to different stories will be retrieved, with adversely effects on the overall estimated874

precision.875

Since some of the considered approaches make a sort of inference based on the acquired evidence876

from previously visited sessions, both in terms of text content and page structure, it is worth analyzing877

the performances of the approaches as more data is made available. As the amount of visited pages878

increase, the quality of the predictions should increase as well.879

The diagrams in Fig. 13 show the Mean Average Precision (MAP) for a certain number of browsed880

sessions. While the approaches that explicitly take into account past interests and, more in general,881

the visited content are SHY, TDH EXP and HEM; only EXP and HEM alone are able to exploit that882
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Fig. 13 Mean Average Precision measurements over the analyzed sessions.

evidence improving the performances over time. In other words, the unsupervised learning paradigm883

is able to infer significant features in the visited pages to improve the accuracy of the profiling.884

All the remaining approaches exhibit low and stationary average precision values, or they are885

subjected to reduction, such as in the SHY case.886

9.2 Field-based evaluation results887

Since searchers typically exhibit limited interaction with search results, it is important to ensure that888

most of the documents they interact with are relevant. At any point in the ranking we want the889

current item to be more relevant than all items lower in the ranking. So the widely used measure of890
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Fig. 14 nDCG (a) and precision (b) outcomes.

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (nDCG) [37] has been considered. It well suits situations891

of non-binary relevance expressed by users and it involves a discount function over the rank while892

many other measures uniformly weight all positions.893

It is formalized as follows:894

nDCG@Ncut =
1

IDCGNcut

Ncut∑
i=1

2rel(di) − 1

log(i+ 1)
(22)

where Ncut is the cut-off value, IDCGNcut is the ideal DCG value used for normalization, i is the895

ranking position of the document being evaluated, di is the document at position i and rel(di) is896

the degree of relevancy of di. nDCG values close to 1 prove that the system is able to pull the most897

relevant documents on top.898

The nDCG values reported at the retrieval depth Ncut = 10 are shown in Figure 14. Clearly, similar899

gaps between the three considered approaches obtained by the corpus-based evaluation methodology900

persist also on data collected from real-life scenarios, supporting the validity of the previous tests.901

To allow for a direct comparison with the corpus-based evaluation setup, the precision P@10902

has also been computed. In particular, a true positive corresponds to a positive feedback by the903

user, represented by high-relevant or partially relevant. Since the overall number of interesting results904

for each user in the web search engine’s index is not realistically computable, the recall values are905

omitted.906
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Table 8 Summary of the outcomes.

Corpus-based Field-based

Pr@10 Pr@20 Pr@30 Re@10 Re@20 Re@30 nDCG@10 Pr@10

W 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.08 0.15 0.22 - -
BP 0.41 0.40 0.38 0.14 0.27 0.39 0.49 0.48

EXP 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.16 0.30 0.42 0.68 0.66
HEM 0.49 0.47 0.46 0.17 0.33 0.47 0.74 0.73

MR 0.44 0.43 0.41 0.15 0.29 0.42 0.65 0.63
PX 0.41 0.39 0.38 0.14 0.27 0.39 - -

SHY 0.25 0.24 0.24 0.09 0.17 0.24 - -
TDH 0.40 0.38 0.37 0.13 0.26 0.37 - -

The relative difference between the precision values between the considered approaches is com-907

parable with the values obtained in the corpus-based evaluation (see Fig. 12). Since the size of the908

collection of documents on which the personalized retrieval is performed has orders of magnitude909

more than the dataset of the corpus-based evaluation (see Tab. 9), it seems counterintuitive. But,910

as has been said, even if several news pages in the corpus-based dataset are similar, they belong to911

different stories. The overall performances in terms of precision and recall are negatively affected.912

This phenomenon does not occur in the field-based experiment.913

9.3 Discussion914

By way of a summary, Table 8 reports the outcomes of both corpus-based (Sect. 9.1) and field-based915

(Sect. 9.2) experiments. Since the best performances are obtained by the MR and EXP approaches,916

it is possible to say that:917

– Titles, metadata keywords, titles and noun phrases extracted from the first paragraphs of the918

pages are a good approximation of the models.919

– Statistical correlations between text regions of visited pages can be exploited to identify the most920

relevant elements of the future browsing sessions.921

By combining the content-based extraction of the MR approach with the analysis of the statistical922

correlations extracted by tree-based representations of the visited pages implemented in EXP, signif-923

icant improvements of the accuracy (approximately 11%) are obtained. In particular, HEM combines924

the two approaches in such a way that:925

– Whenever relevant statistical correlations about the affinity of pairs of text regions are missing,926

the MR content-based approach kicks in. Since the EXP approach can be cast to a traditional927
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Table 9 Statistics about the two considered datasets.

Corpus-based Field-based

Number of sessions 15,516 1,893
Avg session length 2 2.42

Size of test collection 422,937 > 13 · 109

unsupervised learning task, the prediction is considered only if its estimation is based on a signif-928

icant number of samples. Content-based approaches that operate on the current browsed pages929

do not depend on the amount of collected samples.930

Both SHY and TDH do not provide comparable results. In particular, the outcomes of TDH931

seem counterintuitive because it selectively chooses elements extracted from visited pages. Titles932

and anchors from the current session probe its local index looking for keywords occurring in spatial933

vicinity and, therefore, less relevant content should be ignored. One hypothesis is that, pages stored934

without any filtering technique introduce noise that negatively affects the co-occurrence based selec-935

tion of additional keywords, thereby gaining outcomes no better than BP, which does not take into936

consideration past sessions.937

In different ways, in order to represent the current interest model, both SHY and TDH go beyond938

the current sessions and extend the extraction of relevant information to past browsing activities.939

As already demonstrated [8], incremental profiles based on user activities spanning long peri-940

ods (long-term profiles) are not very good at determining short-term interests. Besides, incremental941

profiles normally require numerous examples of relevant information before it can generate valid rep-942

resentations of information needs [95], an event that does not often turn out that way for ephemeral943

preferences.944

Thus, we can claim that:945

– Short-term interests can be better represented by algorithms that overcome less relevant infor-946

mation content from currently browsed resources instead of considering concepts extracted from947

several browsed sessions.948

A further comment is about an empirical investigation of the instances where the EXP approach949

fails to identify relevant cues. As a matter of fact, the HTML parser2 used to build and represent950

DOM models of browsed pages often fail to correctly handle JavaScript, malformed code or recent951

2 http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net (Last visited on 15 August 2016)
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HTML versions. It negatively impacts the prediction accuracy in two ways: misleading correlations952

between regions are stored in the knowledge base, or relevant ones are being ignored. Both imply that953

text content of relevant blocks fails to be retrieved. Of courses, modern browsers implement robust954

layout engines that parse HTML into a DOM, such as WebKit [88] and Gecko [65]. Approaches based955

on DOM-based representations may take advantage of these tools.956

With regard to a comparison of the two kinds of evaluation, Table 9 summarizes the principal957

statistics. The interest model obtained in the field-based experiments is exploited for querying a web958

search engine, for this reason the test collection has orders of magnitude more than the dataset of the959

corpus-based evaluation. The estimate is provided by WorldWideWebSize.com website [18], by applying960

the approach detailed in [82].961

Besides the test collection, the average length of the considered sessions does not substantially962

differ between the corpus-based dataset (i.e., fixed at 2-page per session) and field-based (2.42 clicks963

on average). The principal difference between the datasets is related to the considered topics. In964

one case, it was limited to online newspapers and recent hyperlink paths the take the visitors to965

published news pages. In the field-based experiments, the users were asked to select their browsing966

sessions motivated by informational intents. And it has already been mentioned that their seeking967

activities span different intents in addition to content on news pages (Table 5), so that the outcomes968

of the field-based evaluation look more comprehensive.969

One more way to analyze the difference between the two datasets is through the EXP’s knowledge970

bases built during the two experiments. Figure 15(a) shows how many pages are stored in the clusters971

at the end of the exploration. Around 50% of the clusters contain more than two pages in both of972

the datasets. On average, the corpus-based dataset bears an average of 6.59 pages per cluster, and973

6.10 in the other case. Even if the the corpus-based dataset is much larger w.r.t. the field-based one,974

the former has been collected by considering a wider number of different sources (or hostnames), and975

the differences between the two is almost irrelevant.976

Looking at how the execution is affected, Figure 15(b) proves the expected increment of the977

ratio between created clusters and browsed sessions as new sources are being analyzed. At the end978

of the exploration, the ratio is 0.28 and 0.16 for the field-based and corpus-based, respectively. The979

difference is justified also by the different number of sessions in the two evaluations, that is, 1,893 and980
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Fig. 15 Statistics related to the two datasets considered in the evaluation.

15,516, respectively. Since the corpus-based is focused on pages from a specific domain (i.e., online981

newspapers), slightly more chances exist to see similar templates between visited pages and websites.982

One more interesting result is about the number of times the EXP approach has taken advantage983

of the statistics in the KBs during the construction of the interest model. 47.19% of the visited pages984

in the corpus-based dataset exploited the KBs to obtain a relevant boosting factor (see Eq. 16),985

and weight the text retrieved from significant regions accordingly. The percentage reaches 30.05%986

in the case of the field-based experiments. The different size of the datasets is still the main reason987

of this variance. The ever-increasing ratio between the use of KBs and the visited sessions makes988

sense inasmuch as the unsupervised learning benefits from the statistical evidence collected during989

the browsed sessions.990

Whenever the KBs do not provide any relevant statistics, the EXP approach falls back to the991

extraction based solely on the semantic similarity between pages’ regions discussed in Sect. 5.4. In992

this event, the boosting factor gets value 1 and, therefore, the content avoids to get weighted by the993

missing evidence from past activity.994

10 Conclusions and future work995

The extraction of current interests from browsing histories is a complex task that calls for elaborated996

analyses. The approaches such as the one being discussed here, lie on the evidence acquired by997

analyzing visited pages and the organization of hypertext contents for identifying relevant correlations998

among text regions.999
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An extended comparative evaluation proves the effectiveness both on a corpus composed of in-1000

formational content and in a field-based evaluation involving humans in every-day tasks.1001

Significant observations can be summarized as follows:1002

– Browsing sessions have the chance to contain relevant information that can be exploited for better1003

representing current user interests.1004

– Noise in the form of advertisements, navigation bars, links to other content, etc.; and pages dealing1005

with multiple topics overshadow the benefits of extraction approaches based on the whole page1006

content.1007

– Whereas past browsing activities might contain relevant information w.r.t. the current interests,1008

more advanced techniques are required to automatically isolate it for any further analysis.1009

– DOM and template analysis on visited pages enables the identification of relationships between1010

text regions that can be exploited for filtering out less relevant content. As this knowledge builds1011

up, its statistical analysis improves the accuracy of the extraction of current interests.1012

These observations open up an interesting research pathway to future strategies able to combine1013

multiple evidence. Whereas most of the extraction approaches are based on information retrieval1014

techniques based on natural language processing on text content, the proposed strategy exploits1015

structural knowledge acquired in the course of browsing. In the absence of this kind of knowledge,1016

the extraction may instead rely on text features, such as metadata keywords, titles, link anchors1017

and noun phrases extracted from the very start of the last visited pages, which proved to be good1018

approximation of current interests.1019

In the near future, we hope to extend this approach to embody content and signals extracted from1020

social networks, where new forms of interactions and correlations between content play an important1021

role in the identification of user needs.1022

As for old browsing sessions, co-occurrence or semantic similarity-based inferences w.r.t. current1023

activities are often inadequate for highlighting the most related visited content and representing cur-1024

rent interests. By deploying the proposed approach over past sessions for obtaining and combining1025

additional information to enrich the present model, chances are to improve the extraction accuracy1026

over already established approaches (e.g., [76,79]). However, it is necessary to define more completely1027

the complex process of information consumption, that is, gathering, organizing and analyzing infor-1028
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mational units in a particular context or use environment in order to build selective personalized1029

systems able to deliver the information needed at the time the user’s need was to be met. This issue1030

cannot be addressed without a proper combination of long-term and short-term modeling of interests1031

and explicit representations of higher layers dealing with the information-seeking strategies and plans1032

users undertake when a particular task ought to be accomplished. Estimating short-term interests is1033

a required step toward the development of this comprehensive modeling approach.1034

As a brief comment on privacy issues, users may be uncomfortable with having personal infor-1035

mation broadcast across the Internet to search engines, other services or uncertain destinations [57].1036

The analysis of the visited pages required for building the knowledge base of the proposed approach1037

can be operated on the client side, guaranteeing that user information will not be submitted to a1038

remote server. Interests models can be communicated to the server by the explicit consent of users1039

who are keen to have the human-computer interaction personalized.1040
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